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Learn in-depth skills to crack
MAANG Interviews

Dedicated Job Assistance - Job Referrals
& Mock Interviews

250+ Hiring Partners



DOMAIN SPECIALIZATION

WHY CHOOSE US?

www.learnbay.co Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263

We focus on working professionals and help them achieve the peak of success
without losing their designation or wasting their existing experience. 

Make a switch as a professional,
not as a fresher
Master with domain specific
industrial projects
Break through the crowd to get
noticed by recruiters

PROJECT INNOVATION LAB

Experts from MNCs and MAANG
assist in online and offline project
sessions
Attain classroom session in 7+ cities
(Pune, Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata,
Hyderabad, Chennai, Bangalore)

*Project Sessions are also        
 ..available in Online Mode

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917349222263&text=Hey%20Learnbay!
https://www.learnbay.co/data-science-course/
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WHY CHOOSE US?

www.learnbay.co Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263

1-ON-1 DEDICATION

Live interactive session with
expert for every individual
Each session is guided by
industrial expert
24*7 seamless technical support
from our dedicated team

3 YEARS SUBSCRIPTION

Limitless access for all the learning
materials, live batches, and project
sessions
Professionals get to switch
between weekdays and weekends
Make your learning calendar as per
your convenience

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917349222263&text=Hey%20Learnbay!
https://www.learnbay.co/data-science-course/
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CRACK MAANG INTERVIEWS

Switch from service based to product based companies leading
the tech world with 100% Interview Guarantee Program

In collaboration with 250+ Hiring Partners

Learn in-depth Data
Structure and

System Design to
crack interviews in

Product based
MNC's

Gain practical
experience by

working on real-
world projects

guided by MAANG
experts

Solve 300+ coding
questions with

multiple real time
use-cases in 100%

Live Interactive
Session

Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263www.learnbay.co
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SUCCESS STORIES

Kamlesh Sahu

This Course Helped me in getting 6
month SDE INTERNSHIP at
AMAZON,India.
The advance DSA topics are taught and
explained in such a simplified manner
that even a newbie can catch up very
easily. 

Rahul Anand

Ashutosh Chamoli

Excellent training and awesome
environment! I took data structures
and algorithm training in LearnBay .
They teach concepts clearly and solved
as many programs as possible.
I was getting interview calls even
before course completion.

I have done the DS & Algo course from
Learnbay. I learned  from the basics
time complexity, arrays, linked
list, stack to advance data structures –
trees, graphs etc. Getting into product
based MNC was always my dream and
this course helped me achieve it .

Vishrut Vats

Before joining the DSA course I wasn’t
confident on any of the topics. I can see
the change in my coding abilities after
the completion of the course! I even got
interview calls from several product
based companies.

Manav Jain

I attended ds algo course under
Learnbay. They discussed multiple
approaches to solve any problem
starting from brute force to one with
less complexity. Assignments, mock
interviews and job referrals really
helped me in my career.

Nikhil Goyal

I enrolled for Data Structures and
Algorithms course at Learnbay. Prateek
Sir’s teaching methodology has
been really engaging. He entertains all
the approaches in the class which helped
us to see the problems from multiple
angles.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamlesh-sahu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rahulgo8u/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashutosh-chamoli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vishrut-vats/
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SUCCESS STORIES

Anant Raj Singh

Jatin Kumar Khilrani

Learnbay is the best place to add latest
skill sets to your profile. There data
structure and algorithm course
is class apart, they provide very detailed
core concepts and sample of practice
over various platforms such as hacker
rank. 

Good Experience, I did training in data
structure and algorithms. Trainers are
well knowledgeable and the questions
they taught are the same which touches
the interview pattern. They even help you  
get  interview calls from product based
MNCs.

Neha Gour
 

Sagarika JenaVenkataraman R.

Have taken DS course at this institute.
Irrespective of implementation
languages, one can join this. Cleared
many tough concepts in an easy way. I
was trying to switch to product based
MNC and this course just made it
possible.

Great experience in data structure
training. The trainer has great
understanding in all concepts to clear our
doubts which gave the confidence to
challenge any DS interview. And I was
well prepared for the interview calls I got
near the end of this course

This is a unique place to get trained by
experts even if you are already a
software professional. Live online
classroom sessions enable us to attend
the sessions from anywhere in the world
but live so we can talk to the trainer
during the middle of a session.

Watch Successful
Career Transition 

Read More Reviews

Manish Jha

I took DS course under Learnbay.
Irrespective of implementation
languages, one can join this. Their
excellent training methodology helps to
learn quickly. Their mock interviews with
referrals to product based companies
gave a good boost to my career
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Book a session

Address

#1090 
1st floor, 18th Cross Rd,
above Sangam Sweets,
Sector 3, HSR Layout,
Bengaluru, Karnataka

560102

Book a counselling session
with expert!

www.learnbay.co Learnvista Pvt. Ltd +91 73492 22263

Contact Us

Click on the icon to follow us!

Learn Here,
Lead Anywhere
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